Normative social influences shape nearly every aspect of our lives, yet the biological processes mediating the impact of these social influences on behavior remain incompletely understood. In this Hypothesis, we outline a theoretical framework and an integrative research approach to the study of social influences on the brain and genetic moderators of such effects. First, we review neuroimaging evidence linking social influence and conformity to the brain's reward system. We next review neuroimaging evidence linking social punishment (exclusion) to brain systems involved in the experience of pain, as well as evidence linking exclusion to conformity. We suggest that genetic variants that increase sensitivity to social cues may predispose individuals to be more sensitive to either social rewards or punishments (or potentially both), which in turn increases conformity and susceptibility to normative social influences more broadly. To this end, we review evidence for genetic moderators of neurochemical responses in the brain, and suggest ways in which genes and pharmacology may modulate sensitivity to social influences. We conclude by proposing an integrative imaging genetics approach to the study of brain mediators and genetic modulators of a variety of social influences on human attitudes, beliefs, and actions.
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Folk wisdom suggests that "beauty is in the eye of the beholder," however, human judgments of people, objects, ideas, and experiences are strongly influenced by the reactions or valuations made by others. In fact, given the profound effects of social influence on human behavior, it may be more accurate to say, "Beauty is the consensus of many beholders." Forms of influence range from intentionally designed persuasive arguments (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986a,b; Chaiken et al., 1989; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993 , to conformity in the face of peer influence (Casey et al., 2008b; Juvonen and Galván, 2008; Steinberg, 2008; Albert and Steinberg, 2011) , to implicitly acquired local norms and cultural values (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004; Goldstein et al., 2008) . Such influences shape our attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors, both consciously and outside of conscious awareness (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004) . However, the power of normative social influences is subject to multiple contextual factors, and individuals are not uniformly susceptible across circumstances (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986a; Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004; Juvonen and Galván, 2008) or developmental periods (Casey et al., 2008b; Steinberg, 2008; Albert and Steinberg, 2011) . Given that influence processes are moderated both by environmental and personlevel variables, interdisciplinary perspectives that combine social psychological, developmental, and biological theory may be especially fruitful in uncovering common pathways that underlie different types of influence, and factors that explain divergent results.
Consistent with this interdisciplinary perspective, a growing body of literature has identified neural mediators of the relationship between different forms of social influence and behavior. These data point toward several conclusions that provide the theoretical framework for this manuscript and which we briefly overview here, and summarize in Figure 1 . First, as depicted in Figure 1 , diverse forms of influence overlap in their underlying neural circuits. Therefore, we treat these diverse forms of influence together and use the umbrella term "normative social influences" to encompass a range of directly observed and inferred social and normative cues that motivate compliance, conformity, susceptibility to peer influence, and responsiveness to persuasion. Second, the constellation of brain areas identified in these studies comprises the brain's social reward and pain networks, which are likely mediators of social influence processes; in other words, as depicted in Figure 1 , people may respond to normative social influences as a joint function of sensitivity to social rewards (conferred by conformity), as well as sensitivity to social punishment (conferred by violation of norms or rejection of persuasive inputs). Finally, as indicated in Figure 1 , genetic variation affects the reactivity of these neural systems to social influences and thereby behavior. In addition, some genetic FIGURE 1 | An imaging genetics approach to understanding the neural mediators and genetic modulators of social influence. In this Hypothesis, we review evidence that neural systems sensitive to social rewards and social punishments mediate the relationship between social influences and behavior. We argue that these neural systems are moderated by genetic variants that confer increased sensitivity to social cues by increasing sensitivity in the brain's reward and punishment systems. Increasing evidence also suggests a neural and genetic overlap between reward and punishment processes in the brain, such that some genetic variants that increase sensitivity to social reward are also likely to increase sensitivity to social punishment. As depicted, these neural systems are also moderated by the broader social environment. Finally, although beyond the scope of this Hypothesis and omitted from the figure for simplicity, gene by environment interactions (G × E) are also likely to be critical in shaping the sensitivity to social influence.
moderators affect the sensitivity of both systems through heightening responsiveness to both positive and negative social cues, such that genetic variants that increase sensitivity to social reward are also likely to increase sensitivity to social punishment. In this Hypothesis, we suggest a relational theory of social influence that bridges social psychological theories of influence (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004) with extant neuroimaging and imaging genetics findings.
SOCIAL REWARD/SOCIAL PUNISHMENT FRAMEWORK
The same neural circuits that respond to primary rewards (e.g., food) and punishments (e.g., physical pain) also encode information about social rewards and punishments, likely due to the importance of preserving social bonds for human survival (Lieberman and Eisenberger, 2009; Takahashi et al., 2009) . Approaching rewards and avoiding punishments are key motivational drivers across a number of domains (Skinner, 1963; Panksepp et al., 1978; Gray, 1990; Sobotka et al., 1992; Carver and White, 1994; Cacioppo et al., 1997) . Reward tends to elicit approach and a positive emotional response, whereas punishment has the opposite effect of provoking withdrawal and a negative emotional response. This principle applies to rewards and punishments that are actually received as well as to those that are only anticipated (Adcock et al., 2006; Knutson et al., 2007; Knutson and Greer, 2008) . Both reward and punishment also serve to trigger learning: in the case of reward, the specific behavior leading to the rewarding outcome is reinforced and likely to be repeated (Berridge, 2012) , whereas in the case of punishment, the specific behavior leading to the aversive outcome is inhibited and thus prevented from reoccurring (Gray, 1987) . Finally, a large body of research has documented individual differences in sensitivity to rewards and sensitivity to punishments in motivating behavior (Gray, 1990; Carver and White, 1994; Cacioppo et al., 1997) , as well as in the neural correlates of approach and avoidance tendencies across stimulus valence (Harmon-Jones et al., 2006; Berkman and Lieberman, 2010) .
Susceptibility to normative social influences may also be viewed in terms of social rewards and punishments that elicit and reinforce certain behaviors. Such behaviors are likely driven by the motivation to affiliate and maintain a positive self-concept, and correspondingly to avoid exclusion and triggers of negative self-concept (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004) . In this framework, we argue that one pathway of social influence would be the drive to pursue social rewards conferred by conforming (Albert and Steinberg, 2011) . A second pathway of social influence would be avoidance of social punishment, including social exclusion (Williams et al., 2000) . These processes might also extend to responses elicited by positive and negative persuasive messages or public service announcements (PSAs). We elaborate upon the inter-relationship between social conformity and reinforcement in the next section by discussing reward processing first and then punishment processing.
SOCIAL REWARD AND INFLUENCE: NEUROIMAGING EVIDENCE
Conformity is one of the most basic and widespread forms of social influence (Sherif, 1936; Asch, 1955) . Conforming to perceived social norms serves a number of adaptive purposes. Following the behavior of others can help us to be accurate, to connect with others, and to preserve a positive self-view (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004) . Consistent with the idea that conformity serves motivationally relevant goals, the neural regions that have been most frequently associated with conformity and responsiveness to social norms include the ventral striatum (VS) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), key structures in detecting salient inputs, and also key components of the brain's reward system (Knutson et al., 2001; McClure et al., 2004b; Knutson and Cooper, 2005; Haber and Knutson, 2010) . More dorsal aspects of the striatum and MPFC (Brodmann's Area 10; BA10) also track aspects of normative social influence, including popularity and social relevance, respectively (Mason et al., 2009) .
As with other forms of attitudinal evaluation, it is likely that signals from the striatum and PFC are iteratively re-processed depending on contextual factors (Klucharev et al., 2008) , internal motivation, and social cues to arrive at a final stimulus evaluation and goal-directed action . Numerous examples support the role of VMPFC in integrating such information. For example, in making choices about foods to consume, the VMPFC has been shown to integrate information about attributes such as healthiness and taste (Hare et al., 2009 (Hare et al., , 2011 , as well as information reflecting societal value (Plassmann et al., 2008) and ultimately determines factors such as willingness to pay for such items (Plassmann et al., 2007) . In fact, attributes that reflect societal value (e.g., price), have been shown to affect both the subjective experience of pleasantness during consumption, as well as neural activity in this circuit (Plassmann et al., 2008 ) cf. (McClure et al., 2004a . In addition, activity in VS and VMPFC increases in response to stimuli that have been rated positively by peers (Zaki et al., 2011) , and when conforming to the opinion of others (Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2010) . Conversely, activity in the striatum decreases when individuals' opinions are out of line with others, and this signal predicts subsequent conformity (Klucharev et al., 2009 ). Receptivity to peer influence in adolescence also appears to be strongly tied to the reward system (Casey et al., 2008a; Steinberg, 2008) , and the VS in particular (Chein et al., 2010) . These neural responses in the VS may track positive feelings, or may track salience of the incoming social signals more broadly, which are then integrated in VMPFC. Indeed, the response of the amygdala, another key limbic structure thought to detect salience, to persuasive smoking-cessation messages, has been shown to predict smokers' quitting outcomes (Jasinska et al., 2012) .
This constellation of regions may also be of particular practical interest, given that patterns of activity in VMPFC have been shown to predict purchase decisions (Knutson et al., 2007) , and other preference decisions, even when exposure to the choice objects is passive (i.e., when no explicit value judgment or purchasing decisions are required) (Tusche et al., 2010) . Furthermore, signals in these regions also predict individual health behavior change over the course of weeks (Falk et al., 2010) or months (Falk et al., 2011) , and population level behavior change in response to persuasive messages (Falk et al., 2012) and other socially relevant stimuli (Berns and Moore, 2012) .
In sum, we propose that, as a natural extension of its role in integrating value and reward signals and motivating goal pursuit, the VS-VMPFC circuit also plays an integral role in adherence to social group norms and in responding to normative social influences more broadly. One explanation is that activity within this system may reflect the hedonic value of conformity to normative influences and the potential for rewards conferred by social acceptance. Such signals should positively reinforce future susceptibility to normative social influences, in accordance with the pleasurable feelings that arise from close social bonds (Lieberman and Eisenberger, 2009 ).
SOCIAL PUNISHMENT AND INFLUENCE: NEUROIMAGING EVIDENCE
Just as conforming to social norms leads to social rewards, not adhering to social norms can lead to ostracism and exclusion, a powerful form of social punishment. This phenomenon has been well documented in developmental psychological studies of person-group misfit demonstrating that children whose behavior deviates from group norms are more likely to be rejected and disliked (Wright et al., 1986; Boivin et al., 1995; Stormshak et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2003; Juvonen and Gross, 2005) . In fact, Juvonen and Gross (2005) argue that one function of social exclusion or threats of rejection is to limit group deviance, and increase adherence to social norms. Of relevance to the argument that exclusion serves to limit group deviance, following exclusion experiences, people actively attempt to mitigate psychological consequences of exclusion by seeking out (DeWall et al., 2009 ) and working to regain social connection (Williams and Sommer, 1997; Maner et al., 2007; DeWall et al., 2008) through increased conformity (Williams et al., 2000; DeWall, 2010) . Importantly, exclusion need not be experienced directly to have strong effects; for example, witnessing others be excluded can also be a powerful motivator to comply with perceived group norms (Juvonen and Galván, 2009 ), a phenomenon known as jeer pressure (Janes and Olson, 2000) . Hence susceptibility to social exclusion may be increased for those who are most sensitive to the costs of exclusion, even in the absence of a particular rejection or exclusion stimulus.
What, then, determines the costliness of exclusion? Given the centrality of social bonds for human survival, humans have developed strong biological alarm systems thought to reduce the likelihood of isolation (Cacioppo et al., 2002; Hawkley et al., 2003 Hawkley et al., , 2010 Peters et al., 2011; Eisenberger, 2012) . A key component of this biological alarm system is the brain's response to rejection or threats of rejection. It has been theorized that the system for detecting the pain of social exclusion evolved out of the system for detecting physical pain (Panksepp et al., 1978; Eisenberger et al., 2003; Eisenberger, 2012) . As noted above, brain regions and neurotransmitters that process physical pain are also thought to process social pain.
Consistent with a relational theory of social influence, neuroimaging studies of conformity have also found that failure
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www.frontiersin.org to conform is associated with increased activity in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) (Klucharev et al., 2009) and that changing one's opinion when it does not originally conform to the group is associated with activity in dACC and anterior insula (Berns et al., 2010) . This pattern of activity may reflect calculations over the psychological (and physiological) cost of non-conformity. As such, these data are consistent with the idea that social exclusion may deter future deviations from group norms by highlighting the salient aversiveness of exclusion for the target of exclusion (Juvonen and Gross, 2005) . In this way, neural systems that are sensitive to threats of social pain underpin social learning that brings individuals back in line with group norms. Individuals vary, however, in the sensitivity of their neural response to social pain (DeWall et al., 2012) and its consequences. For example, heightened reactivity in social pain regions during exclusion is associated with individual differences in negative affect, risk of depression in adolescents (Masten et al., 2011) , and increased inflammatory responses to social stressors (Slavich et al., 2010) . Those individuals who are more sensitive to rejection, or feel the greatest unmet social needs in social interactions, may be more responsive to social influence Galván, 2008, 2009 ). Specifically, individuals more sensitive to rejection may be: (1) more motivated to restore social status following an experience of social exclusion; and (2) more motivated to comply with perceived normative social influences in order to preemptively avoid exclusion as experienced in the past or as witnessed with others as victims. Consistent with this idea, developmental studies have observed that susceptibility to peer norms in childhood covaries with the extent to which youth are distressed by exclusion (Juvonen and Galván, 2009 ). Understanding the mechanisms underlying these individual differences would be greatly enhanced by identifying the neurochemical systems involved in the regulation of responses to exclusion. One way to probe these systems is through measuring variation in the genes that regulate the underlying brain systems.
PROBING THE GENETIC BASIS OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES: THE IMAGING GENETICS APPROACH
Extensive evidence from human genetics suggests that, in addition to influencing physical characteristics and physiology, genetic variation also accounts for individual differences in complex behavioral traits (Plomin et al., 1994) . Individuals vary greatly in how susceptible they are to the social environment, including both social reward and social punishment (Carver and White, 1994) . Investigation of the genetic bases of individual differences in sensitivity to social influences or in any other behavioral trait is challenging, however, in part because the path from genes to behavior is long and complex [for reviews, see (Burmeister et al., 2008; Way and Gurbaxani, 2008) ]. Imaging genetics mitigates some of these challenges. Imaging genetics integrates neuroimaging and genetics to assess the impact of genetic variation on brain function and structure, instead of attempting to link genetic variation directly to the more distal behavioral or clinical phenotype (Hariri and Weinberger, 2003; Hariri et al., 2006) . Imaging genetics reduces the complexity inherent in linking genes and behavior by focusing on neuroimaging endophenotypes (or intermediate phenotypes), which are postulated to lie closer in the biological pathway to the genes than behavioral phenotypes (Gottesman and Gould, 2003; Bearden and Freimer, 2006; Cannon and Keller, 2006) . In particular, genetic variation in neurochemical systems may critically modulate neural and behavioral reactivity to both positive and negative social cues and thus in some cases serve as a common pathway contributing to individual differences in susceptibility to social influences (Figure 1 and Table 1 ). For example, elements of both the brain's reward and pain networks are known to detect salience and motivational relevance in response to both appetitive and aversive cues, and may have common genetic moderators. Thus, in the following sections, we review evidence for the involvement of different genetic variants in increasing the sensitivity of the reward and punishment systems separately, and conclude with a more integrative perspective suggesting that many of the genetic variants in question may sensitize both systems in parallel ( Table 1) .
GENETIC MODERATORS OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE: PATHWAYS THROUGH SOCIAL REWARDS
One function of the brain's reward system is to encode the expected value of stimuli, and to reinforce behaviors linked to positive experience (Berridge, 2012) . The paradigmatic neurotransmitter within the reward system is dopamine. Dopamine is key in several types of learning processes, where reinforcing effects presumably stem from dopamine's role in mediating natural rewards. For example, VS activity increases when receiving a positive social evaluation just as it does when receiving monetary rewards (Izuma et al., 2008; Yacubian and Buchel, 2009) , indicating that there is a common neural currency across rewards (Montague and Berns, 2002) . Likewise, nearly all drugs of abuse increase levels of dopamine in the VS (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988) , which is thought to be critically involved in the reinforcing and addictive effects of drugs. Dopamine release in the VS as well as the PFC is thought to heighten the incentive salience of a stimulus (Berridge, 2012) . Individuals who are more sensitive to such signals may perceive more subjective value and have more positive outcome expectancies for equivalent hedonic inputs, including anticipated social rewards (Caldu and Dreher, 2007) . As such, these individuals may be more susceptible to persuasion and normative social influence when conforming is expected to produce social rewards.
Support for this hypothesized dopaminergic role in social influence comes from a study where synaptic dopamine levels were increased pharmacologically (Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2012) . Methylphenidate, commonly known as Ritalin, exerts its primary pharmacological effect by inhibiting the reuptake of dopamine by the dopamine transporter (Solanto, 1998; Volkow et al., 2001) . Administration of methylphenidate, compared to a placebo control, led to increased conformity to group opinion in healthy adults. Both placebo and experimental participants altered their behavior in response to large discrepancies between self and group ratings; however, methylphenidate significantly amplified conformity when the social influence manipulation was more subtle (i.e., when ratings were moderately discrepant from the group). Although the neural or psychological mechanism by which this conformity effect occurred is unclear, one hypothesis would be that the increases in Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org dopamine led to an assignment of greater value to the opinions of the group. This account is consistent with studies in other domains where increases in dopamine elicited by methylphenidate heighten the incentive salience of stimuli (Volkow et al., 2002 (Volkow et al., , 2004 . As a complement to such pharmacological manipulations of the dopamine levels in the brain, the effects of naturally occurring variability in dopamine transporter function can also be assessed with an imaging genetics approach. The most studied variant in the dopamine transporter gene (SLC6A3) lies in the 3 untranslated region of the gene. This polymorphism consists of a 40 base-pair segment that is repeated multiple times (Vandenbergh et al., 1992) . The most common alleles consist of 9-and 10-repeats. Although not universally replicated, the general consensus is that the 9-repeat allele is associated with reduced dopamine transporter expression [ (Fuke et al., 2001; VanNess et al., 2005) ; but see (Pinsonneault et al., 2011) ], which is likely to lead to higher synaptic dopamine levels in response to a stimulus. The 9-repeat allele has been associated with greater striatal reactivity in a variety of reward-related tasks (Forbes et al., 2009; Nikolova et al., 2011; Zhong et al., 2012) , particularly those that involve the anticipation of reward (Dreher et al., 2009; Franklin et al., 2009 Franklin et al., , 2011 Aarts et al., 2010) . Consistent with these reward-related effects being mediated by higher extracellular dopamine levels, the 9-repeat allele is associated with greater dopamine release in the VS during cigarette smoking (Brody et al., 2006) . In a situation requiring adjustment to social norms, the 9-repeat allele is likely to amplify the salience of the information about the opinions of the social group and give them greater value.
Synaptic levels of dopamine, particularly in the PFC, are also regulated by the enzyme catechol-O-methyl-transferase (COMT) (Karoum et al., 1994; Yavich et al., 2007) , which we suggest is also likely involved in moderating the neural processes underlying social influence. Within the coding region of the COMT gene, there is a polymorphism that results in a substitution of the amino acid valine by methionine (Val 158 Met). This substitution affects activity of the enzyme such that homozygotes for the val allele have 40% greater enzymatic activity than homozygotes for the met allele (Chen et al., 2004) . This greater COMT activity is then associated with increased metabolism of dopamine, leading to lower synaptic dopamine levels in val/val individuals compared to met carriers.
Just as was reported with the dopamine transporter, genetic variation associated with greater extracellular dopamine is associated with greater VS response to reward anticipation (Yacubian et al., 2007; Dreher et al., 2009 ). Because of the relatively greater impact of COMT on prefrontal dopamine signaling than striatal signaling (Yavich et al., 2007) , these associations between COMT Val 158 Met and striatal activity are likely to be mediated by top-down influences from the PFC. Accordingly, the COMT met allele is also associated with greater prefrontal activity during reward anticipation (Yacubian et al., 2007) and VMPFC activation during reward receipt (Dreher et al., 2009 ).
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In line with the model we have been developing here, there is preliminary evidence that VMPFC activity is associated with memory for socially relevant messages (Langleben et al., 2009) , and that COMT Val 158 Met may be involved in social influence related processes in response to such messages (Falcone et al., 2011) . In addition to the genes involved in regulating synaptic levels of dopamine, there is also variation in the genes coding for dopamine receptors. These variants appear to act in concert with those in the DAT and COMT genes to affect reward-related processing (Forbes et al., 2009; Nikolova et al., 2011) . Therefore, they are also likely to impact social influence processes. For example, in a study of social influence, young adults carrying at least one copy of the dopamine receptor dopamine receptor 4 (DRD4) 7-repeat allele conformed more to the drinking behavior of confederates than non-carriers of the allele (Larsen et al., 2010) . Such effects are also consistent with observed covariation between rapid development of the brain's reward system during adolescence and increased susceptibility to social influence during this period (Steinberg, 2008; Spear, 2009; Galván, 2010; Albert and Steinberg, 2011) . In particular, during adolescence, the dopaminergic system, and the VS in particular, show increased responsiveness to rewards (Galván et al., 2006; Galván, 2010) . However, there are individual differences in the magnitude of such responsiveness (Galván, 2010) , which may be driven in part by genetic modulators of the reward system. Furthermore, reward responses in the adolescent brain are amplified in the presence of peers (Chein et al., 2010) , suggesting social modulation of these processes, which may also interact with genetic variants to produce more or less sensitivity to social cues (Larsen et al., 2010) .
GENETIC MODERATORS OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE: PATHWAYS THROUGH SOCIAL PUNISHMENT
Just as reward signals reinforce behavior, and may promote susceptibility to social influence when conforming leads to social rewards, social punishment reinforces avoidance of behaviors that lead to such punishments. As described earlier, social pain and signals of social rejection activate the dACC and anterior insula (Eisenberger et al., 2003; Kross et al., 2011) , and may also be modulated by the VS (Masten et al., 2009 ). These same regions, along with the amygdala, are also activated when an individual's preferences do not conform to those of others (Klucharev et al., 2009; Berns et al., 2010) , and appear to be involved in eliciting changes in these preferences. As such, genetic factors that make exclusion feel more costly or increase sensitivity to signals of potential social rejection may predispose individuals to avoid impending exclusion in an effort to avoid the sting of social punishment (Juvonen and Galván, 2009) .
Although identification of genetic variants that affect activity within social rejection-related circuits is just beginning, initial studies have built on physical pain-social pain overlap theory (Eisenberger et al., 2005) . For example, morphine is the prototypical pain killer (Price et al., 1985) and exerts its pharmacological action on the µ-opioid receptor (Pert and Snyder, 1973) . Consistent with the µ-opioid receptor being critically involved in responsivity to pain, variation in the µ-opioid receptor gene (OPRM1) is associated with differences in sensitivity to physical pain. The most widely, though not universally (Klepstad et al., 2011) , replicated finding is that the G allele of a polymorphism in exon 1 (A118G) of OPRM1 is associated with greater sensitivity to physical pain (Klepstad et al., 2004; Bruehl et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2008) , as well as greater need of opioid analgesia during experimental pain (Fukuda et al., 2009) , cancer pain (ReyesGibby et al., 2007) , or post-surgical recovery pain .
With respect to the pain of social rejection, the OPRM1 G allele is also associated with greater self-reported dispositional concern and worry about social rejection (Way et al., 2009 ). These dispositional concerns over perturbing others are also manifest in the neural response to an actual experience of social exclusion. Carriers of the G allele exhibited greater activity within the dACC and anterior insula when being excluded from an online ball-tossing game. Other studies using this ball-tossing game (Williams et al., 2000) and other methods (DeWall, 2010) to simulate exclusion have shown that exclusion leads to increases in conformity. Thus, the psychological and neural effects of the A118G polymorphism could increase the likelihood of conformity following specific exclusion episodes, as observed by Williams and colleagues (2000) and by (DeWall, 2010) , or more generally by motivating individuals who have felt most affected by exclusion in the past to preemptively avoid such exclusion in the future by conforming to perceived normative social influences. Psychologically, a heightened concern over being rejected in G allele carriers may increase the aversiveness of the discordance between their own preferences and those of others. This could potentially be mediated by their greater dACC and anterior insula reactivity at the neural level, as these are the same areas that show greater reactivity during social dissonance (Klucharev et al., 2009; Berns et al., 2010) . Recent work from our group (Falk et al., in preparation) also suggests that increased neural activity in the social pain network during exclusion predicts later susceptibility to social influence in adolescence.
In addition to possessing a high concentration of µ-opioid receptors (Zubieta et al., 1999) , the dACC and anterior insula also have a high concentration of the enzyme monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) (Ginovart et al., 2005) . This enzyme is critical for breaking down serotonin and dopamine (Shih et al., 1999) , which are important regulators of neural activity in these paralimbic areas, and are proposed here to be key mediators of effects of conformity and normative social influence. The promoter region of the MAOA gene harbors a repeat polymorphism (MAOA-uVNTR) that affects gene expression (Sabol et al., 1998) or is in close association (i.e., linkage disequilibrium) with a functional polymorphism that affects expression (Pinsonneault et al., 2006) .
The MAOA-uVNTR is associated with structural differences in the dACC (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2006) as well as functional differences in this region on several cognitive tasks (Fan et al., 2003; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2006; Buckholtz et al., 2008) . This polymorphism is also associated with differential neural activation during exclusion from the on-line ball-tossing game in the precise portion of the dACC that is correlated with self-reported distress to the exclusion experience (Eisenberger et al., 2007) .
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The same genotype associated with greater dACC reactivity was also associated with greater self-reported interpersonal hypersensitivity in these participants. This greater MAOA-uVNTR-related sensitivity to others at both the psychological and neural levels may increase the dissonance felt when not in conformity with the group and thereby increase the probability of conforming.
Further evidence for a role of the serotonin system in social influence and persuasion processes comes from a study of genetic variation in the serotonin transporter gene. The serotonin transporter is best known as the target of drugs like Prozac (fluoxetine) and other serotonin reuptake inhibitors (Wong et al., 1995) , which are powerful modulators of amygdala activity (Arce et al., 2008) . Intron 2 of the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4) harbors an insertion/deletion polymorphism (serotonin transporter intron 2, or STin2), containing 9, 10, 11, or 12 copies of a 17 basepair repeat element (Lesch et al., 1994; Ogilvie et al., 1996) . The 12-repeat allele has been shown to be more efficiently transcribed than the 10-repeat allele, using a reporter-gene expression assay in vitro (Fiskerstrand et al., 1999) , demonstrating that STin2 is a functional polymorphism.
In a study of persuasive communication amongst smokers trying to quit, the 10-repeat allele was associated with greater amygdala activity when viewing smoking cessation messages (Jasinska et al., 2012) . Furthermore, the magnitude of this amygdala activity predicted quitting behavior, significantly mediating the relationship between the STin2 polymorphism and post-intervention quitting outcome. Thus, it appears that genetic variation can heighten the salience of the persuasive messages. These data provide intriguing support of the framework proposed here-that genetic variants influence neural circuits coding received or anticipated social reward and punishment, which can then impact behavior. These findings are consistent with separate work showing that when making loss decisions under risk in a behavioral economics task, the 10-repeat allele is associated with both greater amygdala activity (Zhong et al., 2009 ) and greater valuation of losses (Zhong et al., 2012) . As more studies integrate imaging, genetics, and behavioral outcomes in a similar manner, a critical question to resolve will be the precise mechanisms by which these processes interact.
DIFFERENTIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY AND SALIENCE DETECTION
Up to this point, this this Hypothesis has primarily focused on genetic variation affecting sensitivity to a particular hedonic valence, either social reward or social punishment. However, an emerging consensus from psychological genetic studies is that alleles conferring greater sensitivity to social stressors like rejection may also confer greater sensitivity to positively valenced stimuli such as social reward or support. This has been termed biological sensitivity to context (Boyce and Ellis, 2005) , social sensitivity (Way and Gurbaxani, 2008; Way and Taylor, 2010) , or differential susceptibility to the environment (Belsky and Pluess, 2009) . For example, the G allele of the A118G OPRM1 polymorphism that was found to be associated with greater sensitivity to social rejection (Way et al., 2009) has also been associated with greater approach to appetitive stimuli (Wiers et al., 2009) as well as greater response to rewarding stimuli. G allele carriers have greater striatal dopamine response to alcohol (Ramchandani et al., 2010) as well as greater VS and VMPFC activation in response to alcohol cues (Filbey et al., 2008) . G allele carriers also report greater subjective reinforcement following drinking alcohol in the laboratory (Ray and Hutchison, 2004) or in daily life (Ray et al., 2010) . Thus, the G allele may confer greater sensitivity to both social rewards and social punishment, and the G allele may therefore increase social conformity by both increasing the hedonic value of conforming as well as increasing the aversiveness of non-conformity.
Similar effects have been seen for the COMT Val 158 Met polymorphism. The met allele which was discussed here as being associated with greater reward-related neural activity has also been associated with greater anxious-related personality traits, anxiety disorders, and neural activity during negative emotion processing (Mier et al., 2009) . The COMT Val 158 Met polymorphism also plays a prominent role in physical pain processing, with the met allele generally (Kambur and Mannisto, 2010; Belfer and Segall, 2011) , though by no means exclusively (Schmahl et al., 2012) , associated with greater pain reactivity. Therefore, it would be expected that the met allele could also confer greater conformity by heightening the salience of cues of social rejection.
With respect to the dopamine transporter, there are preliminary indications that it may also function in a differentially susceptible manner. The 9-repeat allele that was associated with greater ventral striatal response to reward also shows greater ACC reactivity in a working memory task (Bertolino et al., 2006 ) and in an interference task (Brown et al., 2010) . Though speculative, this greater ACC activity associated with the 9-repeat allele could heighten the salience of other stimuli processed by the ACC, such as cues of exclusion, and thereby increase conformity.
Finally, the serotonin transporter represents one of the most prominent examples of differential susceptibility stemming from genetic variation. The STin2 polymorphism in combination with another polymorphism in the serotonin transporter gene, the serotonin transporter gene-linked polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR), which contains short and long alleles, has been found to moderate responsivity to the early caregiving environment in a differentially susceptible manner Lesch et al., 1996) . Individuals with the 10-repeat allele of the STin2 as well as the short allele of the 5-HTTLPR show the greatest levels of aggression and non-compliant behavior when exposed to poor parenting, but the lowest levels of such behavior when given nurturing parenting (Sulik et al., 2012) . This pattern has also been seen in other studies of the 5-HTTLPR. Thus, although they are more vulnerable to depression in harsh, stressful life conditions, individuals with the short allele also benefit more from protective, nurturing environments, in which their risk of depressive symptoms is actually lower than the risk for individuals with two copies of the long allele (Caspi et al., 2003; Eley et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2006) . At the neural level, some evidence suggests that short allele carriers (compared to long/long individuals) show increased left lateralized neural activity in response to positive, compared to neutral inputs (Canli et al., 2005) . Although less well studied, there is evidence that the MAOA-uVNTR may also function in a differentially susceptible manner with the low expression alleles conferring greater sensitivity to both negative and positive stimuli as well as positive ones (Belsky and Pluess, 2009 An important question for future research is the mechanism(s) by which such differential susceptibility is occurring. The imaging genetics approach is uniquely positioned to address this issue. There are two different models that could account for this effect. The first is that the neurochemical systems affected by the genetic variants discussed in this Hypothesis innervate both the social reward and social pain networks and thereby modulate their activity. Accordingly, the dopamine system exerts a powerful influence over the dACC (Vollenweider et al., 1998) in addition to its paradigmatic role in regulating VS activity. Similarily, the µ-opioid receptor is highly concentrated in the ventral tegmental area dopamine cells and the VS (Spanagel et al., 1992; Svingos et al., 2001 ) in addition to the dACC and insula where it is regulating pain responses. Likewise, the serotonin system heavily innervates the VS and has prominent role in reward processing (Kranz et al., 2010) . Presumably then, genetic variants in these neurochemical systems will have modulatory effects on both the social pain and social reward networks. Thus, the same variant would potentially increase reactivity in both pathways, leading to greater neural response to cues of social reward and signals of social rejection.
An alternative model is that the brain areas discussed in this Hypothesis as dedicated to processing a particular hedonic valence (e.g., VS: reward; dACC: social pain) may in fact be processing salience. In support of this model, the ACC and insula have been found to record a prediction error for both rewards and punishments (Metereau and Dreher, 2012) . Similarly, the VS has also been found to be activated for anticipation of aversive outcomes (Jensen et al., 2003; Zink et al., 2003 Zink et al., , 2004 Zink et al., , 2006 Seymour et al., 2004; Menon et al., 2007) and physical pain (Becerra et al., 2001; Baliki et al., 2010) . Furthermore, the amygdala and striatum have been associated with independence (failure to conform) when wrong information is provided by peers (Berns et al., 2005) , suggesting that these regions may signal the salience of nonconformity. Therefore, the genetic variants discussed herein could affect social conformity by affecting the overall salience attributed to a social stimulus. In accord with this, dopamine neuron activity has been shown to code for both aversive and appetitive signals (Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2009 ) and so genetic variants affecting dopaminergic activity could affect salience detection. Likewise, serotonin neurons have been shown to be involved in both reward-and punishment-related processing (Miyazaki et al., 2012) . Future research attending to subareas of the brain structures described here, such as the dACC, may uncover patterns of activity dedicated to social reward-related processing, social painrelated processing, and salience. Paradigms that more clearly and unambiguously distinguish between the reward and punishment aspects of social influence will be critical in the larger ongoing endeavor of understanding the neural and neurochemical bases of reinforcement processing, and social influence on behavior more broadly.
INTEGRATIVE IMAGING GENETICS APPROACH
In this Hypothesis, we review a growing body of evidence suggesting that susceptibility to normative influences shares its neurobiological underpinnings with, and can be conceptualized in parallel with, sensitivity to social rewards and punishments. We further argue that this sensitivity to social reward and punishment is likely to be moderated by shared genetic variation which produces differential sensitivity in the brain's reward and pain systems, respectively (Figure 1) . In particular, building on theory and extant evidence examining sensitivity to the broader social environment, some genetic moderators are likely to affect the sensitivity of both systems through heightening responsiveness to all salient cues, including both positive and negative social cues. Finally, we propose that an integrative imaging genetics approach focusing on neural systems for reward and social pain and their genetic modulators is particularly well suited to the investigation of the neurobiological bases of individual differences in susceptibility to a range of normative social influence, including persuasion and peer pressure.
In closing, we note some challenges of the imaging genetics approach. Some of these challenges are inherent to mapping of behavioral phenotypes to their underlying causal genotypes [for reviews, see (Burmeister et al., 2008; Way and Gurbaxani, 2008) ]. Early genetic studies focused on monogenic Mendelian traits, i.e., traits that are largely determined by a single genetic factor whose influence is fully manifested in each individual. But most behavioral phenotypes are thought to be polygenic (i.e., shaped by multiple genetic factors). In addition, the impact of any genetic variant on behavior may be modified by gene-gene interactions (epistasis). Consistent with this tendency, it is almost certainly the case that interactions between genetic systems reviewed, as well as interactions with other systems (e.g., the oxytocin system), exert both direct and indirect effects on susceptibility to social influence (e.g., by triggering dopaminergic responses). The impact of any given genetic variant is also subject to gene-environment interactions (G × E); in fact, growing evidence suggests that such G × E effects may be key to understanding many of the connections proposed in this review. Future research examining the hypotheses outlined herein in the context of normative influences, across multiple genes and their potential additive or interactive effects on the brain systems in question, will be of great interest moving forward. Additional challenges stem from integration of genotyping and neuroimaging-two techniques that can independently produce massive data-sets, and require careful and rigorous statistical analyses. And perhaps the most acute practical challenge of imaging genetics is the sample size required to obtain balanced genotype groups of even one genetic polymorphism, in order to examine its impact on the brain systems and behaviors of interest. As such, approaches that work from strong a priori hypotheses and select groups prospectively are likely to be most informative in advancing this research agenda.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In the current review, we offer hypothesized relationships between an initial set of brain systems that appear to be involved in processes relevant to social influence and genetic factors that modulate these systems. Despite the complexity and difficulty of linking gene variation to behavioral phenotypes, joint consideration of genes, neural systems and behavioral outcomes may provide insight that is not possible when considering
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www.frontiersin.org any one of these systems in isolation. Future work that specifically links each of these levels of analysis, as well as pharmacological work that manipulates the functions of key neurotransmitters, may be particularly useful in elucidating the processes that lead to "the profound effects that groups exert on their members" (Asch, 1955) , as well as the factors that lead individuals to be differentially susceptible to such effects.
